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Thanks Linda for the kind introduction and to Ginny as well for delivering such a

compelling message around the opportunities and necessity for using “Technology for

Business’ Sake”.  It is without a doubt one of my most favorite topics because of its

importance to both emerging and established entrepreneurs.  It is also one that I am

very glad to be here on International Women’s Day speaking to you about.

APPROACH

Some of you may know me

as a business advisor, some as a

C.A., some now as an author,

most as a fellow entrepreneur …

but those who know me really well,

know that I have another,

somewhat “geekier” side.  While

many of you may be thinking “but she already said she was an accountant”, in fact, it

gets worse … I must admit that I am an accountant who is also a technology junkie.  I

wouldn’t normally admit this point except that in this forum I’m hoping that it will be

taken as an attribute of credibility instead of a reason for commitment.

I do think however, that it’s precisely because I am a combination of all of these

things that I have been asked to share with you today my views on how to revisit your
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business model with a specific eye to how technology needs to influence your

competitive strategy. Especially, given the building competitive tide now makes this

more of a business requirement than an option.

Additionally, I would like to provide you with a simple guide that will allow you to

gauge whether your business is at particular risk and point out why many of the

traditional resources fail in really helping us use technology for business sake rather that

technology’s sake.  Finally, I’d like to try to deconstruct some of the web of

technological advancements and put them into a useful, practical and profitable context

for you and your business to ensure your continued success in the very environment

that Ginny has just outlined for us.

Having advised many entrepreneurial businesses on how to integrate the use

technology into their business strategy for competitive advantage, we have discovered

that the best approach to this discussion first addresses what role technology plays at

the strategic planning level of the business.  Then it moves on to suggest how

technology can be used to gain and sustain competitive advantage.

Without getting into a discussion about specific technologies, I have structured

my remarks this morning in a similar manner.
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I suppose the best place to start then is by answering the unspoken question in

the room … what the exactly do I mean when I say Technology for Business’ Sake?

S l ide  -  TECHNOLOGY FOR BUS INESS SAKES l ide  -  TECHNOLOGY FOR BUS INESS SAKE

 The pace of technology

development has been mind-

bending … how could we possibly

have enough time while running our

businesses to keep abreast of the

“latest and greatest” technologies

and do the creative thinking

necessary to set the possibilities for use in and advancement of our businesses.  That

is unless you happen to be a fellow technology junkie … But say you’re not …

So where do we look to … to the “techies” of course.  We say we need a

network, we need this application or that.  And by doing so, we cut the really valuable

part of the process short … because very few “techies” understand technology from the

perspective of business objectives and strategies.  I have worked with many technology

consultants, value-added resellers and systems integrators –- and their focus tends to

be on the software and hardware with which they are familiar.  So what we are really

Technology for “BUSINESS’ SAKE”
¦ More than a support function

¦ Influences competitive strategy

¦ Integrated from the “top down”

¦ “Strategically significant” uses

 1QQQWhat is Technology for “Business Sake”?
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getting in essence are recommendations and direction on technology for technologies’

sake.

And why do we accept these recommendations? …

3 very legitimate reasons …

1. As I already mentioned, most of us (entrepreneurs that is) don’t, because they just

can’t, maintain an up-to-date working knowledge of the types of reliable and

appropriate technologies that are or soon to be available … nor do we have the time

to acquire that knowledge ourselves.

2. Given that, we really want to, need to trust that the technology consultant (the term

now widely used for technician) knows what we don’t -- after all they should know

more about how the technology works than we possible could.

3. Which brings us to our third point and real problem … We haven’t really considered

technology from the strategic point of view necessary to give the

technicians/consultants, who implement technology from the functional level up not

the business strategy down, what they need to do a better job.
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This way of thinking about technology is further perpetuated by the fact that

computers and computer systems are marketed like household appliances, “plug &

play” is what we hear and believe.  So we tend to assess technologies for what they can

do instead of the difference they could make.

The key to using technology for business' sake as opposed to for technology's

sake simply means that we need to elevate how we think about technology by focusing

on "strategically significant" uses of IT instead of its traditional role as a support function.

Come to think of it - many business owners and managers tend to view accounting and

technology in the same way.  Ah … another revelation for me ponder.

So to summarize the essence of using technology for business sake and as one

technology consultant has so aptly captured …

S l ide  S l ide  -   Techno logy  Today-   Techno logy  Today

“The traditional view of information

technology's (IT) role in competitive

strategy is largely reactive - that is, a

response to existing competitive

strategy and business process, but

not a critical factor in shaping that

strategy and process.”1

Technology TODAY
“The traditional view of technology's role in
competitive strategy is largely reactive -
that is, a response to existing competitive
strategy and business process, but not a
critical factor in shaping that strategy and
process.” - C. Lawrence Meador

 2QQQWhat is the current relationship between    technology &
strategy?
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Before we talk about how to use technology to shape our strategy & process …

we first need to make sure we know why it is so important to do so today.

S l ide  –  WHY BOTHER WITH TECHNOLOGY FOR BUS INESS SAKE?S l ide  –  WHY BOTHER WITH TECHNOLOGY FOR BUS INESS SAKE?

 There are so many ways to use to strengthen and grow our businesses.  We

have to develop a strategy for how

we market, how we sell, how we

operate, how we finance.  So do

we really need to add technology

to that burgeoning Strategy-To-Do

List?  Absolutely and in some

cases more importantly.

Regardless of the age or stage of our businesses, using technology as a key

and integrated component of our businesses strategic plan has become non-

negotiable.  Why?  … Dollars.  You don’t have to raise your head to far up from your

desk to know that money is flowing to creators and users of strategic technology.  Just

ask anyone who has tried to get financing lately.  If we ignore the use of technology in

Needed CHANGE IN APPROACH
Harder to match competition at...

¦ increasing profitability or expediting cashflow
¦ improving quality levels & consistency
¦ enhancing communications
¦ effectively managing staff, time and projects
¦ sourcing important information faster

 3QQQWhy bother with Technology for “Business Sake”?
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this way … the probability that we will be able to match or surpass our competition

significantly diminishes when it comes to …

• increasing our profitability

• improving our service/product quality consistency and level

• enhancing our communications - both internal and external

• managing our staff, time and projects more effectively

• sourcing important information faster

• expediting our cashflow via shortened billing and collection cycles

In fact, “research suggests that the most effective and sustainable examples of

IT use occur when technology is woven into the very fiber of the organization.  It has

been recognized that leading firms are now seeking ways to exploit IT to transform their

basic businesses, enhance their relationships with suppliers and customers, and create

new market opportunities.”2

So who needs to step up the pace?

S l ide  –  WHO NEEDS TO STEP UP THE PACES l ide  –  WHO NEEDS TO STEP UP THE PACE

I am not a big proponent of fear mongering.  I wasn’t on that Y2K doom-mobile.

But I will say that your business is in imminent danger if you have not consciously
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factored technology into your strategic planning process and you are operating a

business or employ a business model that…

• se l l s  p roduc ts  andse l l s  p roduc ts  and

se rv ices  tha t  can  bese rv ices  tha t  can  be

d ig i t i zed  ( i . e .  so f twa re ,d ig i t i zed  ( i . e .  so f twa re ,

mus ic ,  books ,mus ic ,  books ,

insu rance  o r  any  o the rinsu rance  o r  any  o the r

s tanda rd  w r i t t ens tanda rd  w r i t t en

con t rac t  l i ke  a  t i cke t )con t rac t  l i ke  a  t i cke t )

• se l l  commod i t y  se r v i ces  o r  p roduc ts  ( i . e .  a  de l i ve r y )se l l  commod i t y  se r v i ces  o r  p roduc ts  ( i . e .  a  de l i ve r y )

• ac ts  as  t r ad i t i ona l /admin i s t r a t i ve  i n te rmed ia r y  be tween  theac ts  as  t r ad i t i ona l /admin i s t r a t i ve  i n te rmed ia r y  be tween  the

consumer  and  the  p roduce r  ( i . e .  b roke rs )consumer  and  the  p roduce r  ( i . e .  b roke rs )

• needs  to  a t t r ac t  sca rce  ta len t  to  de l i ve r  t he i r  p roduc ts  o rneeds  to  a t t r ac t  sca rce  ta len t  to  de l i ve r  t he i r  p roduc ts  o r

se rv icesserv ices

• depends  on  h igh  t ransac t ion  vo lumesdepends  on  h igh  t ransac t ion  vo lumes

• opera tes  on  th in  o r  dec reas ing  marg insopera tes  on  th in  o r  dec reas ing  marg ins

add yourself to that list if your business…

• se l l s  se r v i ces /supp l i es  a  l uc ra t i ve  n ichese l l s  se r v i ces /supp l i es  a  l uc ra t i ve  n iche

• has  cus tomers  t ha t  s t i l l  have  unso l ved  p rob lems  (a lways  a thas  cus tomers  t ha t  s t i l l  have  unso l ved  p rob lems  (a lways  a t

r i sk )r i sk )

Businesses AT RISK
Businesses that ...
¦ sell products and services that can be digitized
¦ sell commodity services or products
¦ act as administrative intermediaries
¦ needs to attract scarce talent
¦ depend on high transaction volumes
¦ operate on thin or decreasing margins

 4QQQWho needs to step up the pace?
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• prov ides  gene ra l  adv ice  o r  counse lp rov ides  gene ra l  adv ice  o r  counse l

WHY?  Because technologies exist and are being enhanced to take advantage

of these specific opportunities and deal with just these kinds of business dilemmas.

The key technology of course is the Internet, which while it acts as the great leveler for

small business, it also has the same potential to act as the great disintermediary.  It

depends on what side of the screen you are sitting on as to whether this fact will be your

magic or poison pill.

It is imperative for business owners and managers to consider both the short

and long-term results they expect from the possibilities of technologies not just the

implementation of a specific technology.  Often the easiest short-term solution to

implement is not the best long-term solution for the company in the marketplace.

S l ide  –  IMPORTANCE OF ADOPT ING A  TECHNOLOGY FORS l ide  –  IMPORTANCE OF ADOPT ING A  TECHNOLOGY FOR

BUSINESS SAKE APPROACHBUSINESS SAKE APPROACH

So while it may appear overkill and amusing to watch 3 people who sit within a

stone’s throw using inter-office email … Consider the long-term.  The return lies in that

technology supporting continued growth by increasing the efficiency of internal

communications (written, focused, portable) without continual additions of more
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administrative staff. – Result: easily scalable process, ready to go when needed …

leading to increased profitability.

 Also, considering technology as “part of the business' strategy, rather than just a

response to it” is vitally important for 3 reasons:

1. Firstly, t echno logy  i s  antechno logy  i s  an

inves tmen t  i n  bo th  t imeinves tmen t  i n  bo th  t ime

and moneyand money  - we need to

ensure that the decisions we

make today will produce the

results we expect tomorrow,

and

2. Secondly, t echno logy  i s  con t i nua l l y  chang ing  the  ways  we  dotechno logy  i s  con t i nua l l y  chang ing  the  ways  we  do

bus inessbus iness  - as technology becomes more people-friendly, intuitive, reliable and

cheaper the more businesses will chose the technology path that provides them

with the advantage of speed, unique product and services, and ways of doing

business with their customers and suppliers – Translation: more and stiffer

competition

3. and lastly, at least in the near term there is a market opportunity because m o s tm o s t

bus inesses  a re  no t  evo l v i ng  the i r  bus iness  s t r a teg ies  i nbus inesses  a re  no t  evo l v i ng  the i r  bus iness  s t r a teg ies  i n

The Vital IMPORTANCE
¦ technology is an investment in both time &

money
¦ technology continues to change how business is

done
¦ most businesses are not yet evolving their

business strategies in conjunction with the
evolutions in technology

 5QQQWhy is it essential to  to shift to this new approach
NOW?
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con junc t ion  w i t h  t he  evo lu t i ons  i n  t echno logycon junc t ion  w i t h  t he  evo lu t i ons  i n  t echno logy .  The simpatico between

the two will however increase as those that are successful at integrating both

business and technology strategy grab the competitive advantage.

Let’s now look at some strategically significant uses that you may want to

consider in order to better align your business strategy with those technology

evolutions.

Just a reminder that all of these technologies may be applicable at each and

every stage of your business but are of particular importance in certain stages.

S l ide  –  BUS INESS APPL ICAT IONS FOR TECHNOLOGYS l ide  –  BUS INESS APPL ICAT IONS FOR TECHNOLOGY

 R & D R & D

• Online Market Research (like

electronic surveys – both

web-based & email;

demographics; economic

statistics)

• Management & Extending

Business & Competitive

Intelligence

Some STRATEGIC USES
R&D
¦ online market research
¦ competitive intelligence
HR
¦ e-recruiting & online job posting
¦ online training

 6QQQWhat are some “strategically significant” uses of
technology?
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HRHR

• E-Recruiting & Online Job Posting

• Online Training

Opera t ionsOpera t ions

• Customer Relationship

Management

• Direct Distribution to

Consumer (traditional e-

commerce site)

• Virtual Offices (cyber & remote workers)

• Online administrative support (print postage from your computer, summons the

courier)

Marke t ingMarke t ing

• Online Marketing/Internet Advertising

• Direct Email Marketing

• Re-purposing of traditional PR

Some more STRATEGIC USES
Operations
¦ cyberworkers & virtual offices
¦ direct to business or consumer distribution
Marketing
¦ direct e-mail
¦ internet advertising

 7QQQWhat are some “strategically significant” uses of
technology?
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Sa lesSa les

• Sales Force Automation

(web generated leads)

• Online Prospecting (Chat

rooms, newsgroups)

• Cyber-intermediaries -

Affiliates

F inanceF inance

• Online Fundraising/Financing

• Online Banking

• Online Financial Transaction Processing (electronic bill presentment)

So is technology a strategy or a tool?  The answer is that it is both.  However

one is the cart and the other the horse.  But which one?  You will need to decide for your

own business.

S l ide  –  TECHNOLOGY -  STRATEGY o r  TOOL?S l ide  –  TECHNOLOGY -  STRATEGY o r  TOOL?

What’s the difference really?  Well, to further our understanding … to use

technology for business’ sake - you not only have to start with the end in mind but you

really need to make technology part of what the business does not just how it does it.

Some more STRATEGIC USES
Sales
¦ online prospecting & lead generation
¦ cyber-affiliates
Finance
¦ online banking
¦ electronic bill presentment

 8QQQWhat are some “strategically significant” uses of
technology?
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Put another way - technology needs to be an integral part of the business' strategic plan,

just like marketing, sales, production and finance because in the web economy it affects

our capacity, our response-time, what we deliver, how we lead our businesses.

In comparison, using technology as a tool means using technology to improve

the performance of an existing process or operational activity.

It is of course essential that we run our businesses efficiently and consistently but

getting the best return on our investment in technology means that we have to look

beyond just doing an activity faster or having the computer instead of a person to the

work.  This is the price of admission today … what will garner us the competitive

advantage is thinking about how existing and emerging technologies will allow us to do

things differently and better.  That’s also where we will get the real leverage in employing

technology for business sake.

The result - to achieve leverage today and in the future our businesses need to

evolve not only continuously but faster and not only faster but more creatively.

EXAMPLE

Enough of the theoretic, let’s take a look at a real life example.  One of the most

ingenious examples that I have come across of how an existing company has
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integrated technology into its competitive strategy has been Business Week, the

magazine.  Some top-lines to set the stage…

S l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  START ING POSIT IONS l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  START ING POSIT ION

Let’s consider for a moment what Business Week is and has …

• Ability to generate content

that spans many interest

areas

• brand is positioned within

the current events domain

as “newsworthy”, “relevant”

and “insightful”

• An immense and loyal subscriber base that relies on the analysis within the story

Now let’s consider for another moment what Business Week is up against in this

web-economy …

Business Week’s STARTING POSITION
¦ broad-based content

¦ newsworthy, relevant, insightful

¦ immense & loyal subscriber base

10QQQWhat are Business Week’s assets?
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S l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  CHALLENGESS l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  CHALLENGES

Well, it’s now …

• competing with more and

more real-time sources of

information and news,

especially on-line sources

• the news wires delivering

content directly to a wider

distribution net

• infrastructure/cost structures related to its promise to subscribers that it will

publish 52 printed editions a year.

So how did Business Week manage to integrate technology into its business strategy?

S l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  RESPONSES l ide  –  BUS INESS WEEK’S  RESPONSE

Well of course they got themselves a web site … but not just any old web site

that placed its archive of articles online with a keyword search engine or the ability to

subscribe online but an “online program” that  …

Business Week’s CHALLENGES
¦ exploding number of real-time news &

information sources

¦ news wires serving direct

¦ overheads to support publishing 52
print editions per year

11QQQWhat is Business Week up against today?
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• adds value to & helps retain its existing subscribers by …

• allowing them exclusive previews of choice stories pre-newsstand through the

same e-zine

• allowing them online access to all current week articles

• allowing free access to valuable archives to subscribers-only

• staying closer to their customer through weekly emailed ezine

• tracking relevancy of stories against subscriber profiles based on click-throughs

from e-zine to particular stories

• actually nutures and captures new subscribers by …

• direct email marketing of the e-zine “the insider” which provided access to

certain stories of the week but only after magazine on the newsstand

• allowing pay-per-use article access priced to make the subscription attractive

• generates new and incremental revenues

• through newly generated subscribership

• through another vehicle (web & e-zine) for direct advertising

Now while all that Business

Week has done “in hindsight”

seems predictable, it is the degree

of integration that has flowed from

the overarching technology strategy.

Business Week’s RESPONSE
¦ Direct email marketing giving exclusive

& preferred access to stories pre-print

¦ improve story relevancy by monitor
which pieces get more click-throughs

¦ less exclusive offer of access to non-
subscribers

12QQQHow has Business Week used technology to enhance its
competitive advantage?
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It was the strategy that enabled certain technologies to be used in order to produces the

synergist returns and the distinct competitive advantage.  This was not simply a case of

using technology to do what is already being done faster and online.  Rather it is a story

about how the strategic use of technology has both protected the magazine’s position

from being eroded in its market place by giving it a stronger hold on its existing

subscribers and an extended and effective reach to capture new ones.

Therefore, as business owners, when we develop our strategic vision and plan,

we should endeavor to identify the elements within our businesses that need

consideration on how technology should be integrated into what we do not just how we

do it.  But in order to accomplish this, we must adopt one key principle regarding how

we are going to use technology in our day to day operations. We need to commit to a

"technology first approach".

S l ide  -  TECHNOLOGY F IRST?S l ide  -  TECHNOLOGY F IRST?

I really should explain the difference between a "technology first approach" and

"technology for technology's sake".

 A "technology first approach" simply means that you should choose the

technological alternative if you can afford to and even if it seems a  bit premature.
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Why is this approach

essential?  Because if you wait until

you absolutely need to use

technology, it may be too late to

affordably implement it.  You may

simply be too busy or unable to

afford the additional costs of the

interim non-technological solution.

Technology is a big help at these transition points because in order to effectively

implement a particular technology, we first need to think it through who needs to do

what when.  That way, we eliminate the all-to-familiar feeling that we end up having more

to do and less time to do it after the new person(s) come on board and it allows us to

take on more business, increase our production without a corresponding increase in the

cost to do so.  Translation: work less and make more.

Using technology to assist communication of these processes ensures that

sharing doesn't have to mean giving up but getting more ... more opportunities, more

awareness, more efficient, more effective, more profitable.

Technology FIRST

Choose the technology solution if
you can afford to even if it seems
premature!

13QQQWhat is the Technology First Approach?
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So far we’ve looked at what is “technology for business’ sake” and understood why

considering technology strategically is now non-negotiable.  It is now important to figure

out how we keep our business strategy aligned with the continual stream of new

technologies.

I know intimately how time-impoverished entrepreneurs and especially women

entrepreneurs are.  So to stay in touch with how these technologies are used

strategically, I’m not going to suggest you do periodic technology scans, subscribe to

Wired Magazine, attend every Tech Forum or Conference that comes to Toronto.  What I

will suggest is that every time you travel the net for business or as a consumer or in the

rare instance as a human being looking for the movie listing.  Try to stay alert to how

suppliers and other online vendors and providers of information are currently using IT.

You will start to notice dynamic pricing of products and services through online

auctions and services that search out the best price.  Click through to other aspects of

web pages and see what is the “affiliate” program of your on-line bookstore.  Keep a

keen eye to how products and services are being bundled and re-marketed.  Notice

how the use of multiple channels increases your sense of awareness of a particular

brand.
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Also, when you are out at one of the many events that facilitate networking (few

as good as this one I need to add) … ask colleagues how they are using or would like

to use technology and what they have seen lately that may present opportunities or

threats.

In closing … I would like to encourage you to develop a heightened sense of

urgency around how technology should be integrated into your business model.  I will

personally guarantee that if you chose to include technology in your development of

your competitive strategy in the same way you do marketing, production and finance

you will succeed in “linking a hostile competitive environment and the available

technologies that will position your firm for success”3.

Thank  you  fo r  you rThank  you  fo r  you r

k ind  a t ten t ion .k ind  a t ten t ion .

                                                                
1 Meador, C. Lawrence, IT Strategy Alignment, Identifying the Role of Technology in
Competitive Strategy
2 abid
3 abid

Technology for “BUSINESS’ SAKE”
Making Technology Make a Difference

thank YOU
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